
THE IMPORTANCE OF WOLVES IN YELLOWSTONE

A wolf standing in a river next its prey in Yellowstone National Park. A wolf particularly of willows and other vegetation
important to soil and.

So much of our knowledge of these creatures focuses on their potential threat to humans, rather than their
biological importance. Carcasses in the open no longer attract coyotes; when a coyote is chased on flat terrain,
it is often killed. Vulnerable along the rivers and streams, elk now spend more time in denser cover or on
higher ground with better vistas for spotting predators. Never leave small children unattended. John, British
Columbia. This video with George Monbiot demonstrates the importance of combating such legislation. The
oldest known wolf to live here was  To answer that, you have to go back to the s, when the wolf was killed off
in Yellowstone. As of December , there were 80 wolves in 9 packs. Report the presence of wolves near
developed areas or any wolf behaving strangely. Home range within the park is â€” square miles â€” km2 ;
varies with pack size, food availability, and season. There are important differences between wolf populations
persecuted by humans and those that are protected. They feel more secure on steep terrain where they will
often lead a pursuing wolf downhill. Learn more about wolves. Though physical confrontations between the
two species are usually dominated by the larger wolves, coyotes have been known to attack wolves if they
outnumber them. Throughout Banff, Jasper and B. In , distemper killed two-thirds of the pups within the park.
Wolves play a key role in keeping ecosystems healthy. The reappearance of carnivores on the landscape has
had significant and sometimes unexpected impacts on the resident grazers and their habitat. Wolves Feed
Other Animals The remains of a carcass left behind, unfinished by wolves, help feed grizzly bears, bald
eagles, wolverines and many other scavengers. The pack is a complex social family, with older members often
the alpha male and alpha female and subordinates, each having individual personality traits and roles within
the pack. Occupying just 10 percent of the park, it is winter range for the biggest elk herd in Yellowstone and
is arguably the most carnivore-rich area in North America. Two main color variations exist in Yellowstone in
approximately equal proportions: black and gray. Ecologists have long known the false distinction of borders,
but wolves have known it far longer than us. The herbivores started to avoid areas like valleys and gorges
where they could be easily hunted by predators. This natural process leads to older wolves in packs, and
research has shown there are important benefits of being old. Elk populations were so out of control that park
rangers began to kill and relocate elk in large numbers in an attempt to reduce their burgeoning population.
Making a break for it on a grassy landscape. Unbrowsed plants recovered 84 percent of their pre-cut biomass
after only two growing seasons, whereas browsed plants recovered only 6 percent. Take Action Gray wolves
range in color from grizzled gray or black to all-white. Each year, park researchers capture a small proportion
of wolves and fit them with radio tracking collars. They improve habitat and increase populations of countless
species from birds of prey to pronghorn, and even trout. British writer George Monbiot lends his voice to this
documentary, and his zeal is infectious as he describes how wolves reinvigorated the park. Our experts and
policy analysts also engage with officials to discuss the problem and, where possible, offer scientifically-based
and responsible solutions.


